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THE PRINCIPIO PROJECT 
 
PROCEDURES FOR TRANSCRIBING WITNESSES 
 
 
 
SECTION 1: THE BASE TEXTS 
 
The selection of base texts and their form is determined by the following points: 
• All new transcriptions will note nomina sacra, i.e., a base text with nomina sacra will 
be used for new transcriptions.  Transcriptions or collations that have not recorded 
nomina sacra may use a base text without nomina sacra. 
• Sigma:  all sigmas use the key “s”, including final sigmas. 
• The value of providing templates to simplify the provision of information for Collate. 
 
The following base texts are included in the folder BASE TEXTS within the folder 
JOHN: 
 
Base texts:  Date  Time 
 
• J-lacunae: John text with all chapters and verses lacunose 30.1.01 16:39 
• J-NA27: John Nestle/Aland text 7.3.01 14:42 
• J-NA27ns: John Nestle/Aland text with nomina sacra 7.3.01 14:42 
• J-supplements John text with all chapters and verses lacunose 30.1.01 16:40 
 with supplements symbol  
• J-TR: John TR text 7.3.01 14:42 
• J-TRns: John TR text with nomina sacra 7.3.01 14:40 
 
The following base texts are included in the folder BASE TEXTS within the folder 
JOHN 18: 
 
Base texts:  Date  Time 
 
• J18-lacunae: John 18 text with all verses lacunose 15.9.00 13:18 
• J18-NA27: John 18 Nestle/Aland text 6.3.01 16:26 
• J18-NA27ns: John 18 Nestle/Aland text with nomina sacra 6.3.01 16:26 
• J18-supplements John text with all chapters and verses lacunose 6.3.01 14:18 
  with supplements symbol  
• J18-TR: John 18 TR text 6.3.01 16:26 
• J18-TRns: John 18 TR text with nomina sacra 6.3.01 16:25 
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SECTION 2: PROCEDURE FOR PRODUCING A TRANSCRIPTION OF A 
MANUSCRIPT OF WHICH MORE THAN ONE TRANSCRIPTION IS TO BE 
MADE 
 
Step 1.  Creating a new file 
 
• Open the appropriate base text, e.g., J-TRns, from the BASE TEXTS folder. 
• From the File menu, select Save as, save into your personal folder (e.g., cBill's 
folder), and name the transcription according to the file naming conventions. 
 
File naming conventions: 
The file names have three elements - prefix, manuscript number and personal suffix. 
1. For a transcription of the whole of John, the prefix is J followed by a hyphen: J- 
 
2. The manuscript number contains 6 digits. 
 The first digit indicates the category of manuscript to which a witness belongs 
  1 Papyrus 
  2 Majuscule 
  3 Minuscule 
  4 Lectionary 
 The four middle digits indicate the Gregory-Aland number.  The first three of 
these digits will all be zeros for manuscript numbers below 10, the first two will 
both be zeros for manuscript numbers between 10 and 99, and the first will be a 
zero for manuscript numbers between 100 and 999. 
 The sixth number indicates whether the witness is a manuscript or a supplement 
  0 The main manuscript 
  1 The supplement 
 If there were a second supplement, it would be numbered 2, and so on. 
 
3. The personal suffix consists of an underline followed by the transcriber's initials in 
lower case.  If a single individual has transcribed a witness more than once, the second 
transcription should have an upper case B after the initials, a third C, and so on.  Do 
not add A to the first transcription. 
 
EXAMPLES:  P66, transcribed throughout John by WJE, would be named 
  J-100660_wje 
 
 05 and its supplement, transcribed throughout John by UBS, would be 
named 
 J-200050_ubs 
 J-200051_ubs 
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Step 2.  The Commentary File.   
• Create a Commentary File. 
• This should be named in exactly the same way as the Transcription File, but prefaced 
with an upper case C.  For example, the Commentary File to accompany 440 
transcribed by MBM would be named 
 CJ18-304400_mbm 
 Cross-reference the transcription to the Commentary File by placing {C} in the 
Transcription after the feature on which you have commented in the Commentary File. 
 
• Fill in the appropriate portions of the Status Note (available in the Base Texts folders 
for John and John18, both separately and at the beginning of theTRns files) 
• Use the Roman letters on the SymbolGreek alt keys.  
• Date format:  day.month.year, all numeric.  Example:   15.2.1998 
 
Step 3.  Complete the transcription (see Section 4, Guidelines For Transcribing 
Witnesses into Collate). 
• During  this step, store the in-progress transcription in your personal folder. 
• During  this step, you may for security also store the in-progress transcription in your 
personal folder on the Server. 
• Store the Commentary File in the Commentary Folder.  You may for security also 
store it in the Commentary Folder on the Server. 
 
Step 4.  Checking the transcription for error messages 
• Run a collation of the transcription against a base text.  Check for error messages 
indicating tagging errors, or for other obvious errors.  Correct and re-collate as needed 
until the collation has run without mechanical errors.  Do not save the collation 
output. 
 
Step 5.  Moving the transcription to Level1 
• When the collation has run without errors, rename the transcription file by appending 
a “1” to the name 
Example: J-002100_dcp  è J-002100_dcp1. 
• Add the date to the Status Note. 
• Move the transcription file from your personal folder to the “Level1 folder”. 
• Copy the transcription file to the “Level1 folder” on the Server (see Section 3 below).  
This is obligatory. 
 
NOTES 
 
No further changes should be made to a Level1 file after this point.  Any changes 
should be made after the file has been duplicated into Level2. 
 
NEVER copy to your computer or alter any one else's file without their knowledge 
and agreement.
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SECTION 3:  TRANSFERRING FILES BETWEEN YOUR COMPUTER AND 
THE SERVER 
 
There are two stages, compressing the files and transferring them  
 
Compressing 
Open Dropstuff 
In the File Menu, select Stuff 
In the box that will appear, select the file that you want to stuff 
In the next box, make sure that Desktop appears in the top left.  The filename will appear 
with a sit suffix at the bottom. 
 
Double click on Save.  The icon of the file will appear on the desktop. 
 
 
Transferring 
Open Fetch 
The New Connection (you can make it permanent) should be 
 Host: isdugp.bham.ac.uk 
 UserID: [deleted] 
 Password: [deleted] 
 
The settings should not be altered. 
 
Open the same folder on the server as the file was in your own Collate file structure, and 
then drag the desktop icon of the file to the open folder in Fetch. 
 
You can also use Put File to transfer files to the Server, and Get File to transfer them to 
your computer. 
 
Uncompressing 
If you drag a file to the Desktop from Fetch, or use Get File, choosing Desktop as the 
location in the top window and clicking Save, both a compressed and an uncompressed 
(Collate) document icon will appear on the Desktop. 
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SECTION 4: PRODUCING A FINAL TRANSCRIPTION 
 
Upon completion of all transcriptions of the one ms, one member of the team will 
compare the multiple transcriptions. 
 
Step 1.  Checking for mechanical errors 
• Copy the transcriptions from Level1 on the Server to Level1 on your computer. 
• Run a collation of the multiple transcriptions against each other (and optionally with a 
base text).  Check for error messages indicating tagging errors, or for other obvious 
errors.  Correct and re-collate as needed until the collation has run without 
mechanical errors.  Do not save the collation output. 
• Note: If Step 2 in Section 2 was followed, the only problems should be in lacunose 
witnesses, where inconsistencies in marking lacunae lead to Collate being unable to 
compare text. 
 
Step 2.  Making a Level2 file 
• Copy the appropriate files from Level1 on the Server to your Playground Folder. 
• Select the most appropriate transcription to be made into the Level2 file.  If there is 
any doubt, this is best done by running a collation of as many transcriptions as you 
have either with each other or against the TRns.  Compare them, and select the 
best/fullest. 
• Make a duplicate of the selected transcription file, renaming it by replacing the suffix 
1 with L2. 
 Example: J-202100_dcp1 
J-202100_wje1 è J-202100L2 
• Move this copy (e.g., J-202100L2) to the “Level2 folder”. 
• Add a Level2 status note. 
• Copy the Status Note from the other transcription file(s) into the new file after its own 
Level1 Status Note. 
• Do not change the “Level1” files (e.g., J-202100_wje1). 
• Add your name and the date to the Status Note in the Level2 version of the file. 
 
Step 3.  Checking the transcriptions for accuracy 
• Run a fresh collation between the transcription of the witness in Level2 and the 
transcription(s) of the witness in Level 1 that has/have not been copied as a Level2 
file. 
(e.g. J-202100L2 and J-202100_dcp1). 
• If the witness is lacunose, you will need to run the collation against a complete text 
(usually TRns or J18-TRns) 
• Resolve the differences in the collation by reference to the manuscript or reproduction 
(this should be done by a third person where appropriate). 
• Make the appropriate corrections to the copy of the transcription file in L2 (e.g., J-
0210). 
• You may if you wish also correct errors in the Level1 file(s), which will not be copied 
back to the server, so that you can run a fresh collation to check that there are no 
discrepancies. 
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• You may make a copy of the L2 file to the Server at any point in this stage. 
 
NOTE: Steps 4, 5 and 6 should be carried out at the same time. 
 
Step 4.  Removing unwanted files 
• Delete ALL the Level1 files you copied from the Server in Step 2. 
 
Step. 5  Giving the file its final name 
• When all differences are resolved and the transcription is complete: 
• Rename the file by removing the suffix. 
Example:  J-202100L2 è J-202100 
• Add the date to the Status Note. 
 
Step 6.  Making a Documentation File 
• Create a Documentation File for the manuscript, using the convention  
Book (Chapter number) - 6 digit ms number _doc 
• Copy the Status Notes from the Level2 file into the Documentation File. 
• Store the Documentation File in the Documentation Folder. 
• Copy the Documentation File to the Documentation Folder on the Server.  This is 
obligatory. 
 
Example of a documentation file 
 
øÍ†å†¨ßÚ 
File name: J-200860_usb1 
Ì®´©o®¥ 086 
B®È†Èß˙ ÒÈ∫®å®¥, O®. 5707 
ÇåÈ®o, E©¥π†Èåˆ M¨ß´¨µ, 9239 
T®åˆßç®È∫´∂ ∫¥Ú ËBÍ åƒ†´® †˙´ †®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ∫¥ TÍR 
ÇåÈ®o-ƒ®å©µ´ˆ† ∫¥ ËBÍ åˆ∂ „E 
T®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ∫´©¨ˆÚ 05.12.00 
T®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ƒÈˆÈß˙´∂Ú 25.01.01 
Îå†´ åˆ∂ †Èµ´ oƒ ƒÈ¬´Ú 
R¬åç´∂ Èˆ Ò´√´¬1Ú 21.02.01 
R¬åç´∂ Èˆ Ò´√´¬2Ú 
T˙´ß´ ƒÈ¬´ß ∑´®´  çoµπå®´∂ åˆ∂ ∂Èƒƒ´®´ˆç´ß ®´ßo¬√´∂ ∫¥Ú 
A∂∂´∂ Èˆ  Ò´√´¬3Ú 
ÏÈˆå¬ †®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ƒÈ¬´Ú  Ø 
 
øÍ†å†¨ßÚ 
File name: J-200860_usb2 
B®È†Èß˙ ÒÈ∫®å®¥, O®. 5707 
ÇåÈ®o, E©¥π†Èåˆ M¨ß´¨µ, 9239 
T®åˆßç®È∫´∂ ∫¥Ú ËBÍ åƒ†´® †˙´ †®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ∫¥ Ç®¨µ-K´ˆ¥oˆ 1900, 
ÇåÈ®o-ƒ®å©µ´ˆ† ∫¥ ËBÍ åˆ∂ „E 
T®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ∫´©¨ˆÚ 05.12.00 
T®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ƒÈˆÈß˙´∂Ú 13.01.01 
Îå†´ åˆ∂ †Èµ´ oƒ ƒÈ¬´Ú 
R¬åç´∂ Èˆ Ò´√´¬1Ú 21.02.001 
R¬åç´∂ Èˆ Ò´√´¬2Ú 
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T˙´ß´ ƒÈ¬´ß ∑´®´  çoµπå®´∂ åˆ∂ ∂Èƒƒ´®´ˆç´ß ®´ßo¬√´∂ ∫¥Ú ËBÍ 14.4.01 
A∂∂´∂ Èˆ  Ò´√´¬3Ú 15.401 
ÏÈˆå¬ †®åˆßç®Èπ†Èoˆ ƒÈ¬´Ú   
¯-200860 15.4.01 14Ú31Ø 
 
Step 7.  Saving the Level 3 (final) transcription 
• Add your name and the date in the Status Note. 
• Move the final transcription file to the “Level3 folder”. 
• Copy the file to the Level3 Folder on the Server.  This is obligatory. 
 
Step 8.  Managing the Level1 and Level3 folders on the Server 
• Inform the Server Manager that you have completed this task, and s/he will perform 
the following task: 
• Rename the “Level1” files (e.g., J-202100_wje1), changing the suffix from “1” to 
“TS” Example: J-202100_wjeTS). 
• Move them to the “Stored Transcriptions folder”. 
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SECTION 5.  PRODUCING A SINGLE TRANSCRIPTION OF CHAPTER 18 
 
Step 1.  Creating a new file 
• Open the appropriate base text, e.g., J-TRns, from the BASE TEXTS folder. 
• From the File menu, select Save as, save into your personal folder (e.g., cBill's 
folder), and name the transcription according to the file naming conventions. 
 
File naming conventions: 
For a transcription of a part of the book (usually Chapter 18), the prefix is J followed by 
the chapter number and a hyphen, e.g. J18-  
Otherwise, the conventions are the same as those laid down in Section 2 above. 
 
EXAMPLES:  1219, transcribed in John 18 by RK, would be named 
 J18-312190_rk 
 440, transcribed twice in John 18 by MBM would be named 
 J18-304400_mbm 
 J18-304400_mbmB 
 
• Fill in the appropriate portions of the Status Note (available in the Base Texts folders 
for John and John18, both separately and at the beginning of theTRns files) 
• Use the Roman letters on the SymbolGreek alt keys.  
• Date format:  day.month.year, all numeric.  Example:   15.2.1998 
 
Step 2.  The Commentary File.   
As Section 2 above.  This is optional, and for straightforward MSS should not be created. 
 
Step 3.  As Section 2 above. 
 
Step 4.  Checking the transcription for error messages 
• As Section 2 above. 
 
Step 5.  Moving the transcription to Level3 
When the collation has run without errors 
• Add the date to the Status Note. 
• Move the transcription file from your personal folder to the “Level3 folder”. 
• Copy the transcription file to the “Level3 folder” on the Server (see Section 3 below).  
This is obligatory. 
 
NOTES 
If a manuscript has been transcribed twice in Chapter 18, follow the procedures in 
A, but always with the file prefix J18.  Do not produce a Documentation File (see 
below, but keep the Status Notes at the beginning of the Level3 file. 
 
NEVER copy to your computer or alter any one else's file without their knowledge 
and agreement. 
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SECTION 6: GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIBING WITNESSES INTO 
COLLATE 
 
The basic rule to remember is that you are producing a transcription, not a collation.  That 
is to say, the text you are producing should reproduce that of the manuscript being 
transcribed.  You do this by selecting one of the base texts, and changing it at each place 
where the manuscript being transcribed differs from it.    Leave the text unchanged 
where it agrees with the manuscript transcribed, but replace the base text with that of the 
ms. where it differs.  Unless there is good reason to the contrary, the usual base text to be 
used is J-TRns or J18-TRns.  This base will need changing the least to produce a 
transcription.  Where two manuscripts are known to be very closely related, and one has 
already been transcribed, it may be a good idea to use that existing transcription as the 
base text. 
 
N.B.  Remember always to save the base text under its new name into your own folder 
before making any changes. 
 
1.  Alterations (where there are no corrections) 
Add words that are not in the base text,  
Delete passages that are omitted in the MS.  Where the MS omits a whole verse, retain 
the block marker and type OM (this is necessary if the transcription is taken as a Base 
Text in Collate; and sometimes Collate will not recognise text beyond a blank verse).  
Remember to do this for each verse if the MS omits 7,53-8,11. 
Change words that differ.  There is no need to indicate abbreviations in minuscule or 
complete majuscule manuscripts.   
 
2.  Corrections  
Corrections should be tagged (using the Utility menu or short cut keys).  Where part of a 
word has been corrected, tag the whole word, and tag the whole correction with the app 
tag (see below).   
 
The following tags may be used: 
 * the reading of the first hand 
 C* a correction by the first hand 
 C1 the oldest corrector 
 C2 the next oldest corrector, etc. 
 C this tag should be used under two circumstances 
 1.  when there is only one corrector apart from the first hand 
 2.  when there is more than one corrector, but the correction cannot be 
attributed to a particular hand, for example because it is an erasure 
3. when  you are not able to distinguish between hands (see noter below). 
 
Note: For most transcriptions, this level of discrmination may not be appropriate.  It is not 
always possible to make distinctions between hands on a microfilm.   Under these 
circumstances, it may be preferable only to use the tags * and C. 
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If the correction inserts a word omitted by *, then enter  ª*ºOMª`*º and tag the inserted 
word with the appropriate corrector. 
 
If the correction alters a word, then tag both words.  For example, at Jn 1:15 in 01, os is 
deleted by Corrector Ca.  This is shown as  
ª*ºercomenos osª`*ºªÇçåºercomenosª`Ççåº 
 
If the correction deletes a word, then tag the word with asterisk, to indicate that it is read 
by the first hand.  However, if the manuscript being collated has several correctors, and 
you are distinguishing between them, it will be necessary to include either the previous 
(preferable) or following word as well and give both readings. 
 
N.B. Never place a space between ] and [.  Collate will not handle it. 
 
If the text has been corrected twice, enter each correction separately. 
 
Enter the readings in chronological order. 
 
Place the whole correction within the app tag.  This is how Collate will recognise that the 
corrections refer to the same piece of text.  The example given above will  look like this: 
ªåππºª*ºercomenos osª`*ºªÇçåºercomenosª`Ççåºª`åππº 
 
Where a correction crosses a verse division (block marker), it is necessary to close and 
open the first hand/correction tags , and the app tags, in each verse, linking them with the 
continuation tags (see Paragraph 8. below).  If you do not close the correction tags, 
Collate will send you an error message when you run a Collation. 
 
Where the first hand (or a correction) is illegible, enter the number or probable number of 
letters.  For example 
 ª*º 15 ª`*º 
 ª*º 7-8 ª`*º 
 
Avoid breaking up complicated corrections into separate  parts.  Collate will be easier to 
use if you keep them together. 
 
3.  Lacunae 
 
The basic rules of transcription of damaged manuscripts (and we are taking particular 
care with papyri and majuscules) are the Leiden conventions for editing papyri.  In the 
final edition, square brackets will surround lost text, and dots under letters will show 
uncertain readings.  In transcribing manuscripts, lacunae symbols will be used, as 
indicated below, the show text which will be in brackets.  Dots should be used for 
uncertain letters.  Please note that this does not mean incomplete letters.  A letter may be 
incomplete, but with enough that is distinctive, in a sufficiently clear and trustworthy MS, 
for there to be no doubt of the letter's identity.  Use a dot where there is genuine 
uncertainty. 
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To make the entering of lacunae easier, files are available in the John Base Text folder 
and John 18 Base Text folder, containing the whole of the relevant text with a lacuna 
symbol ( &¬åç ;   .  In SymbolGreek, the key strokes are: & - alt/l - alt/a - alt/c - ;  ) for each 
verse.  The John Base Text folder has two parts: the first gives lacunae for all twenty-one 
chapters, and the second lacunae for all the verses chapter by chapter.  To use it, open it, 
make it narrow and place it beside your text for transcription, and copy and paste. 
 
Lacunae are marked in two ways, depending on their type.  
 
A larger lacuna is indicated with the symbol &¬åç ;  .  This symbol should always be 
preceded and followed by a space.  P36 breaks off in the middle of 3.36, so the end of the 
text looks like this: 
 
 
 
Where a series of blocks are missing, Collate will automatically recognise  the lacuna.  In 
the following example, P36 begins only at 3.14.   Transcribe as follows: 
 
<B 4Ö  
<K 0Ö 
<◊ 14Ö kai  etc  
 
In the previous example, there would be nothing after  
 
<◊ 36Ö ª¡ºo pª`¡ºi ≥s ≥t ≥e ≥ª¡º ª`¡º &¬åç 
 
Collate will recognise the lacuna from 3.37 to the end of the book. 
 
When a lacuna comprises a part of a word, it is tagged (either with Apple/e before and 
after, or by highlighting and then striking Apple/e), and the reconstructed text  is marked, 
within the lacuna symbols, with alt/9 - alt/1 - alt/0 - reconstruction  - alt/9 - alt/2 - alt/1 - 
alt/0.  The following example is taken from P22 in 16.27: 
 
p ≥ª¡ºepisteuª`¡ºka ≥t ≥e 
 
In fact, it is also preferable to follow this usage with all lacunaae .  Two verses of P36 
look like this: 
 
<◊ 15Ö ina pas o ª¡º pisteuwn eis autonª`¡º ech zwhn ≥ ª¡º/aiwnionª`¡º. 
<◊ 16Ö ª¡º outw garª`¡º hgaphsª¡ºen o qs— ton kosmon wsª`¡ºt ≥e ≥ ton uion ≥ ª¡ºautou ton 
monogenhª`¡º e ≥d ≥w ≥k ≥e ≥n ≥ ª¡ºina pas o pisteuwn epª`¡º a ≥u ≥tw mh ª¡ºapolhtai all echª`¡º zwhn aª¡º 
ª`¡º 
 
Partly extant and wholly absent words have all been tagged. 
 
Note that where a lacuna begins in one verse and ends in the next, the lacuna tag must be 
closed and opened again before and after the block marker, so that it looks like  
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 ª`¡º  <◊ 16Ö ª¡º  
 
See the example from P36: 
 
... zwhn ≥ ª¡ºaiwnionª`¡º 
<◊ 16Ö ª¡ºoutw garª`¡º ... 
 
If you do not close a tag, Collate will send you an error message when you try to run a 
collation. 
 
Collate provides a different means of marking passages which are illegible, where the 
material on which the text was written is still extant.¨  These should be recorded by 
entering "&¬åç ;¨" (& - alt/l - alt/a - alt/c - u - ;  Like &¬åç ;  ,. &¬åç ;   should be separated from 
the preceding and the following word by spaces.  This should be used in particular for 
palimpsests, to indicate illegible text. 
 
 Lacunae in lectionary texts which are due to the reading system are replaced with 
"&¬åçß ;". They are recorded like lacunae in fragmentary mss. 
 
If single letters of a word are illegible and cannot be inferred with sufficient probability, 
the estimated number of missing letters is entered and tagged as "Lacuna", e. g. on ouc 
ewªoº6ª\oº pwpote, where on ouc ewrakate pwpote is expected.  It is also possible to 
enter a range of letters.  For example, ªoº12-15ªoº.  You may also place a space either 
side of the numbers, for easier reading.  For example, ªoº 6 ªoº. 
 
For &¬åç;ß see below under Supplements. 
 
 
 
4.  Comments on the transcription 
The transcriber may add comments of any kind, on the manuscript, the hand, or 
difficulties of transcription, in the Commentary File.  Cross-reference to this file with 
braces and C øCØ(alt/o - alt/shift/C - alt/O).  This, as text included by braces, will be 
excluded from the output produced by "Collate". 
 
5.  Superscriptions and subscriptions 
Transcribe the text of any superscription in 0,0. 
Transcribe the text of any subscription in 22,0. 
Where there is none, record OM. 
 
6.  Marginalia 
Use the tag ªAº text ª`Aº to indicate  marginal notes in which variants are given. 
 
Use the tag ªZº text ª`Zº to indicate variant readings which are added in the margin or 
between lines without  the text being deleted, i.e. readings given as an alternative rather 
than a replacement. 
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7.  Punctuation and sense division 
Where the decision has been taken to include punctuation and/or sense division 
(generally for an important majuscule, or a fragmentary witness of which a transcription 
is to be published), use the following: 
high point (alt/semi-colon) for high or medial point 
colon (alt/shift/ semi-colon) for the double point 
full stop. 
 
Where there is a space between words in a manuscript written in scriptio continua, mark 
it with &ßπå; (in SymbolGreek this is & - alt/s - alt/p - alt/a - ;  ). 
 
Where a line is hanging enter  
&˙åˆ©; (in SymbolGreek this is & - /alt/h - alt/a - shift/alt/n - alt/g - ;  ) 
 
For breathings, use space - j and space - shift/j (e.g. pathr j, aJ ). 
 
For the diaeresis, use shift/full stop. 
 
Initial letters are recorded by using capital letters. 
 
 
8.  Nomina sacra 
Nomina sacra are recorded by entering the letters used by the scribe and placing a stroke 
above the second letter, e. g. is—, pn—a (stroke: shift/alt/hyphen).  Where a compound word 
is abbreviated, place the superline over the main part of the word and not the prefix.  For 
example, epou—nia for epourania. 
 
 
9.  Abbreviations 
Abbreviations should be reproduced in transcribing papyri and fragmentary majuscule 
manuscripts.  They should not be reproduced in transcribing the other majuscules, or 
minuscule manuscripts.  Follow usual conventions in recording them.  For example, 
k(ai), with the letters that have been abbreviated placed within brackets.  For a superline 
indicating final nu use alt/hyphen  
 
 10.  Variations over two verses 
When in altering the base text you come across a reading which crosses a verse division, 
it is necessary to treat it as two separate variants linked by the tags "To be continued" ( ) 
and "Continuation" (Ä).  This is because the block marker must be left.  The following 
example shows the omission of John 9:38 o de -39 is— by homoioteleuton in 01, inserted 
by a corrector:  
 
 <◊ 38Ö ª ºªÇçåºo de efh pisteuw ke— kai prosekunhsen autwª`Ççåºª` º 
 <◊ 39Ö ªÄºªÇçåºkai eipen is—:ª`Ççåºª`Äº eis krima egw  eis ton kosmon etc. 
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 11.  Supplements 
Supplements of a manuscript must be transcribed separately.  For this purpose, the text 
of the supplement is cut out of the manuscript proper and copied into a separate document 
representing the supplement. The document is distinguished from the transcription of the 
manuscript proper by the final numeral.  See page 2 above. 
 
 Use &¬åç;ß in the transcription of the missing parts of a manuscript which has been 
supplemented, and in the transcription of the unwritten parts of the supplement.  Use the 
template files J-Supplements and J18-Supplements in the Base Texts folders to copy and 
paste the necessary characters.   
 
For example, the last leaf is 041 has been supplied by a minuscule hand.  The file for this 
supplement, called J-200411, is as follows: 
 <B 4Ö  
 <K 0Ö 
 <◊ 0Ö &¬åç;ß 0,0-21,21 
  <K 1Ö 
 <◊ 1Ö &¬åç;ß 0,0-21,21 
etc. to 
 <K 20Ö 
 <◊ 1Ö &¬åç;ß 0,0-21,21 
 <K 21Ö 
 <◊ 1Ö &¬åç;ß 
 <◊ 2Ö &¬åç;ß 
etc. to 
 <◊ 22Ö &¬åç;ß akolouqei moi. 
 <◊ 23Ö exhlqen oun o logos outos eis tous adelfous oti o maqhths ekeinos ouk apoqnhskei 
kai ouk eipen autw o is— oti ouk apoqnhskei all ean auton qelw menein ews ercomai ti pros 
se. 
 <◊ 24Ö outos estin o maqhths o marturwn peri toutwn kai grayas tauta kai oidamen oti 
alhqhs estin h marturia autou.  
 <◊ 25Ö estin de kai alla polla osa epoihsen o is— atina ean grafhtai kaq en oude auton oimai 
cwrh ton kosmon cwrhsai ta grafomena biblia amhn. 
 
The final verses of Chapter 21 in 200410 look like this: 
 
 <◊ 22Ö legei autw o is— ean auton qelw menein ews ercomai ti pros se su  &¬åç;ß 
 <◊ 23Ö &¬åç;ß 
 <◊ 24Ö &¬åç;ß 
 <◊ 25Ö &¬åç;ß 
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SECTION 7: SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIBING PARTICULAR 
CLASSES OF WITNESS 
 
A.  SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIBING MAJUSCULE MANUSCRIPTS 
 
Many of the detailed conventions are only appropriate for some majuscules.  We should 
include line breaks, folio numbers and other detailed information only for: 
 
1.  the fragmentary MSS, of which a transcription will be published. 
 
2.  some of  the oldest and most significant. 
 
For the later majuscules, we will reach a case-by-case decision, based on the amount of 
time available to us and the likely value of the product. 
 
The Commentary File should contain all your queries and comments codicological, 
palaeographical and textual, and could also contain information on contents, number of 
supplementary hands, lacunae, etc. 
 
Some attention needs to be paid to the conventions for recording numeration.  There are 
two ways of indicating them.  The first is editorial, and distinguishes between each folio 
and column.  It is indicated with vertical lines.  The second records what is actually on 
the page, and is indicated with forwards slashes. 
 
A particular set of rules applies to a few important majuscule MSS 
 01  tagged according to the correctors identified by Skeat 
 04  tagged according to the correctors identified by Tischendorf 
 05 tagged according to the correctors identified by Scrivener, corrected by 
Parker 
 
 
1.  Numbering for Quires 
Quire numbers should at present only be indicated when the scribe has included them. 
They are shown as follows: 
 alt/o – hyphen – alt/q – alt/s - number – alt/shift/o (ø-qs- 24 Ø) 
 
2.  Numbering for Folios 
For each folio, verso and recto, you should indicate it:  These "editorial" folio numbers 
are given between two vertical lines.  Type them on separate lines, the folio number first.  
Leave a blank line after the last line of the previous folio.  The key strokes are 
Folio recto number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/f - number - alt/r - alt/shift/1 ( ⁄Ï 24®⁄ ) 
Folio verso number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/f - space - number - alt/v - alt/shift/1 
( ⁄Ï 24√⁄ ) 
Where a scribe has entered folio numbers himself, you should also enter the number 
between slashes: 
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 Scribal folio number: forward slash - alt/f - alt/shift/n - forward slash - number - 
forward slash - alt/f - alt/shift/n - forward slash ( /fn/kd/fn/) 
 
3.  Numbering for Columns; other apparatus 
Column numbers are purely editorial.  Indicate them in uppercase roman: 
Column number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/C - space - number in italics - alt/shift/1 ( ⁄Ç 2⁄ 
) 
 
4.  Running titles 
These are shown within Collate comments: 
Alt/o – dash - alt/r - alt/t - dash - running title alt/shift/o  ( ø-rt- kata iwanØ ) 
 
5.  Page numbers 
Page number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/P - space - number in italics - alt/shift/1 ( ⁄R 202⁄ ) 
 
6.  Eusebian apparatus 
Ammonian Section number: alt/9 –alt/a – alt/s – alt/zero  - Greek number – alt/9 – 
alt/2 - alt/a– alt/s - alt/zero  ( ªasºgª`åßº )  
 
Eusebian Canon Table number: alt/9 – alt/ e - alt/c - alt/zero  -Greek number – alt/9 
– alt/ e - alt/c- alt/zero (ª´çºeª`´çº  
 
7.  Line marking and numbering 
Line markers should be placed at the beginning of a line.  They consist of  
 alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/l - alt/r - alt/shift/1 ( ⁄Ò⁄ ) 
It is intended to add numbers in time.  This should only be done for small fragments at 
present. 
Where a work is broken between lines, enter = at the end of the line. 
Where a word is written in the upper margin, indicate this by giving the line a lowercase 
letter (⁄Ò å⁄⁄). 
 
 
8. Order 
Special attention must be paid to the order of components.  Line markers should go 
before the book, chapter, verse commencing on the line. 
 
 
B.  SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIBING MINUSCULE MANUSCRIPTS 
 
The principles to apply here fall somewhere between A and C.  DO NOT enter line 
breaks, folio breaks or numbers, initial letters, hanging lines, spaces, punctuation, 
abbreviations (except for the nomina sacra, since this is the normal base text version), or 
any other similar details. 
 
But it will be normal to open a Commentary File, in which any special details will be 
recorded, even if the file may not be very long.   
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The Commentary File should contain all your queries and comments codicological, 
palaeographical and textual, and could also contain information on contents, number of 
supplementary hands, lacunae, etc. 
 
 
C. SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIBING COMMENTARY MANUSCRIPTS 
 
When transcribing both lemmata and running citations, use the tag ªKº text ª`Kº to 
distinguish the variation in the running citation. 
 
 
D.  SPECIAL GUIDELINES FOR TRANSCRIBING MANUSCRIPTS IN CHAPTER 
18 ONLY 
 
The purpose of transcribing Chapter 18 in Collate is to provide the data for profiling the 
manuscripts.  Only textual data needs to be recorded.   
 
Tag corrections. 
 
DO NOT enter line breaks, folio breaks or numbers, initial letters, hanging lines, spaces, 
punctuation, abbreviations (except for the nomina sacra, since this is the normal base text 
version), or any other similar details. 
 
While finding Chapter 18 on the microfilm or in the MS, check that the MS is in a single 
hand.  More specifically, you need to know that Chapter 18 is in the same hand as the rest 
of the Gospel.  If it is not, you need to name the file as a supplement or subsequent 
supplement.  
 
DO NOT record any other data about the manuscript, except the folio on which John 18 
begins. 
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SECTION 8: RUNNING A COLLATION TO CHECK A TRANSCRIPTION 
 
1.  Load a Prepare File (John.pre should be in your John File and your John 18 file.  It 
needs to be at that level). 
 
2.  Open Prepare - Witness Files - Add to Witness List 
 
3.  Add the witness you need to check. 
 
Steps 4-5 are optional 
 
4.  Open Prepare - Witness Files - Edit Witness List 
 
5.  Delete unwanted witnesses.  Make sure that there are no blank lines.  make sure that 
the base text for the collation is first in the list (this is Collate's default). 
 
6.  Open Collate - Parameters 
 
7.  Open Collate - Collate 
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SECTION 9: PRINCIPIO FILE STRUCTURE 
 
• JOHN 
Command files, etc go here. 
 
2 BASE TEXTS 
Principio Base Texts (e.g., TR, N/A, lacunae) are stored here. 
 
2 cBill (Personal folders are for incomplete, in-progress collations.) 
J-202100_wje 
3 cBruce's folder 
4 cDavid's folder 
J-202100_dcp 
5 cRachel's folder 
6 cUlrich's folder 
 
7 Commentary folder 
Contains the commentaries produced in the course of making a transcription. 
 
8 Documentation folder 
Documentation of the comparisons done of the various individual 
transcriptions in order to produce the final, checked transcription. 
J-202100_doc 
 
9 Level1 folder 
Interim transcriptions after Step 3 are stored here.  The files placed here 
should be renamed, adding a suffix of “1”.  Steps 4-5 are performed on files in 
this folder. 
J-202100_wje1 
J-202100_dcp1 
 
10 Level2 folder 
A copy of an interim transcription is made in Step 5 and placed here. 
J-202100L2 
 
11 Level3 folder 
Final, checked transcriptions are placed here. 
J-202100 
 
• Non-Collate files 
Collations, transcriptions, etc. that  are stored in formats other than Collate 
format, e.g., in Word format. 
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4. My Playground folder 
Temporary work location, e.g., for comparing two transcriptions before 
finalisation. 
Usable on each team member’s computer, but empty on the server.  Files 
should not be moved from this folder to the server. 
 
12 Transcriptions Store 
Interim transcriptions after Step 6, i.e., for which there is now a final 
transcription, are stored here.  The files placed here should be renamed, 
changing the suffix from “1” to “2”. 
J-202100_wjeTS 
J-202100_dcpTS 
 
• JOHN 18 
Identical to the JOHN structure, but each folder is prefaced with J18. 
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APPENDIX ONE: A PHOTOGRAPH AND TRANSCRIPTION OF P39 AS AN 
EXAMPLE OF LACUNAE 
 
<B 4Ö  
<K 8Ö 
⁄Ï √⁄ 
⁄Ò 1⁄<◊ 14Ö &¬åç; a ≥utois  
⁄Ò 2⁄ ª¡º kan egw mª`¡ºa ≥rturw  
⁄Ò 3⁄ ª¡º peri emautª`¡ºou h mar= 
⁄Ò 4⁄ ª¡º turia mouª`¡º a ≥lhqhs  
⁄Ò 5⁄ ª¡º estin oti oª`¡ºida po= 
⁄Ò 6⁄ ª¡º qen hlqoª`¡ºn kai pou  
⁄Ò 7⁄ ª¡º upagw uª`¡ºm ≥eis de  
⁄Ò 8⁄ ª¡º ouk oidatª`¡ºe poqen  
⁄Ò 9⁄ ª¡º ercomai kaª`¡ºi ≥ pou upa= 
⁄Ò 10⁄ ª¡º gwª`¡º <◊ 15Ö ª¡º umeisª`¡º kata th–  
⁄Ò 11⁄ ª¡º sarka kriª`¡ºnete egw  
⁄Ò 12⁄ ª¡º ou krinª`¡ºw ≥ oudena. 
⁄Ò 13⁄ <◊ 16Ö ª¡º kai ean kª`¡ºrinw de  
⁄Ò 14⁄ ª¡º egw h krª`¡ºisis h emh  
⁄Ò 15⁄ ª¡º alhqhs eª`¡ºstin o 
⁄Ò 16⁄ ª¡º ti monosª`¡º ouk ei 
⁄Ò 17⁄ ª¡º mi all egª`¡ºw ≥  kai o 
⁄Ò 18⁄ ª¡º pemyasª`¡º m ≥e ph—r 
⁄Ò 19⁄ <◊ 17Ö ª¡º kai en twª`¡º nomw  
⁄Ò 20⁄ ª¡º de tw umª`¡ºeterw  
⁄Ò 21⁄ ª¡º gegraptª`¡ºai oti du= 
⁄Ò 22⁄ ª¡º o an—wn hª`¡º marturi= 
⁄Ò 23⁄ ª¡º a alhqhsª`¡º estin <◊ 18Ö e= 
⁄Ò 24⁄ ª¡º gw eimi oª`¡º mart ≥ur ≥= 
⁄Ò 25⁄ ª¡º wn periª`¡º emautou  
Recto not illustrated.  It ends with the first letter verse 22, as follows: 
<◊ 22Ö e ≥ª¡ºø/-®´- legonª`¡º &¬åç;  
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APPENDIX TWO: A PHOTOGRAPH AND TRANSCRIPTION OF A COLUMN OF 
01 AS AN EXAMPLE OF CORRECTIONS 
 
The following excerpt contains most of the central column of the three shown on the 
illustration.  Note that the number of named correctors is unusual.  The example is taken 
in order to show the way in which different kinds of corrections are made. 
 
⁄Ç 2⁄⁄Ò⁄autois exousian 
⁄Ò⁄tekna qu— genesqe: 
⁄Ò⁄tois pisteuousi– 
⁄Ò⁄eis to onoma autou: 
⁄Ò⁄<◊ 13Ö oi ouk ex aimatw–: 
⁄Ò⁄oude ek qelhma= 
⁄Ò⁄tos sarkos: oude ªåππºª*ºOMª`*ºªÇçåºekª`Ççåºª`åππº 
⁄Ò⁄qelhmatos andros: 
⁄Ò⁄all ek qu— egennh= 
⁄Ò⁄qhsanÚ <◊ 14Ö kai o logos 
⁄Ò⁄sarx egeneto kai 
⁄Ò⁄eskhnwsen en h= 
⁄Ò⁄min: kai eqeasa= 
⁄Ò⁄meqa thn doxa– 
⁄Ò⁄autou: doxan: ws 
⁄Ò⁄monogenous pa= 
⁄Ò⁄ra patros plhrhs 
⁄Ò⁄caritos kai alhqias   ˘
⁄Ò⁄<◊ 15Ö i>wannhs marturi 
⁄Ò⁄peri autou kai ke= 
⁄Ò⁄kragen ªåππºª*ºOMª`*ºªÍ1ºlegwnª`Í1ºª`åππº outos hn 
⁄Ò⁄ªåππºª*ºOMª`*ºªÍ1ºo eipwnª`Í1ºªÍ2ºon eipwnª`Í2º ªÇç∫2ºon eiponª`Çç∫2ºª`åππº o opisw mou 
ªåππºª*ºer= 
⁄Ò⁄comenos osª`*º ªÇçåºercomenosª`Ççåºª`åππº em= 
⁄Ò⁄prosqen mou ge= 
⁄Ò⁄gonen oti prwtos 
⁄Ò⁄mou hnÚ <◊ 16Ö oti ek tou 
⁄Ò⁄plhrwmatos au= 
⁄Ò⁄tou hmeis pantes 
⁄Ò⁄elabomen: kai ca= 
⁄Ò⁄rin anti caritos  ˘
⁄Ò⁄<◊ 17Ö oJti o nomos dia 
⁄Ò⁄mwu>sews edoqh: 
⁄Ò⁄h caris kai h alhqi= 
⁄Ò⁄a dia iu— ªåππºª*ºOMª`*ºªÇçåºcu—ª`Ççåºª`åππº egeneto ˘ 
⁄Ò⁄<◊ 18Ö qn—: oudeis ewra= 
⁄Ò⁄ken pwpote ªåππºª*ºOMª`*ºªÇçåºoª`Ççåºª`åππº mo= 
⁄Ò⁄nogenhs qs— ªåππºª*ºOMª`*ºªÍ1ºo wnª`Í1ºª`åππº eis to– 
⁄Ò⁄kolpon tou pa= 
⁄Ò⁄tros ekeinos exh= 
⁄Ò⁄ghsato: <◊ 19Ö kai auth 
⁄Ò⁄estin h marturi= 
⁄Ò⁄a tou i>wannou ote 
⁄Ò⁄apestilan oi i>ou= 
⁄Ò⁄daioi ex i>erosolu= 
⁄Ò⁄mwn: i±eris kai leu= 
⁄Ò⁄eitas: i>na eperw= 
⁄Ò⁄thswsin auton su 
⁄Ò⁄tis ei ˘ <◊ 20Ö kai wmologh= 
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APPENDIX 3: HOW TO DESCRIBE A NEW TESTAMENT MANUSCRIPT 
 
[Note: not all these recommendations are necessary for the Principio Project.  The text 
should be used as a guide and a reminder of things which should be included (DCP)] 
 
“Any intensive  study of a manuscript begins with a detailed description, which in the 
course of its study is completed through illustration.” - Victor Gardthausen, Griechische 
Palaeographie (1913), p. 484 
 
Library Location (including local address), library number of MS, name of librarian.  
Various catalogue  numbers (former and current, here and elsewhere). 
Previous library or owners 
 
Type of MS Continuous text, lectionary, or type of servicebook, etc. 
 Composite contents or unity? One hand, or more? 
 Title or description of contents - extent of text - complete or mutilated? 
 Lost portions identified elsewhere? 
 
Elementary statistical description 
 Size of folio (in centimeters), trimmed (?) 
 Number of columns of writing 
 Size of column (in centimeters) 
 Overall size of total writing space, if more than one column (in centimeters) 
 Text in cruciform, etc.? 
 Number of lines in a column 
 In case of old uncial MSS, average number of letters to a line and height of 
letter  
 
(All of the above measurements should be taken at several places in the MS at random, 
since variation is sometimes found in different portions of a MS.) 
 
Number of folios 
 Does the MS contain one (or more) numeration of folios or pages: by scribe 
or others?  In what characters?  Correct or erroneous?  If possible, pencil-in 
the correct numeration, but do not erase any earlier numbers [Only after full 
discussion with an authorised librarian (DCP)]. 
 
Arrangement in quires (regularly 8 folios - irregularity should be especially noted) 
 Numeration of quires (where is the number placed?) 
 By scribe or others? 
 In what characters? 
 
Defective quire arrangement noted and described 
 Quires completely lacking 
 Quires with specified folios missing 
 Quires or leaves bound out of order 
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 Supplied or mutilated leaves (date of later matter) 
 
Materials 
 Parchment (vellum), paper, or papyrus (note any special quality or 
characteristics) 
 Ruling form (see Lake corpus) 
 Color, paper (oriental, oiled or western) 
 Ink - black, brown, red, gilt, silver, faded, well preserved 
 Covers - wood or cardboard 
 Leather (what kind), plain, stamped (blind or gilt) 
 Cloth (silk, velvet, tapestry), or paper 
 Metal adornments (plates, bosses, clasps) described  
 Printed title on cover or spine, or on edges of leaves  
 Cover guards  
 Book plate  
 Condition of the codex  
 
Date  
 Hand (description of palaeographic criteria) or hands - uncial or. cursive  
 Above or below the line  
 Upright or sloping  
 Large or small  
 Square, angular, round  
 Regular, irregular  
 Enlarged letters, taller letters  
 Breathings square or round, iota adscript or subscript  
 
Covers (provenance, by whom)  
Watermarks (cf. Briquet)  
Miniatures or illuminations  
Colophons (scribal or not), dates of later notes  
Textual  provenance  
 cryptic  
Easter Table  
 
Contents  
 Language (s)  
 Canonical. text (Four gospels, Praxapastolos, New Testament, with or 
without apoc,, Evangelion, Apostolos)  
 Order of Books  
 Special points of text, e.g. pericope adulterae, end of Mark, doxology, I 
John 5:7  
 Hiatus noted (explicit, incipit in each ease)  
 
 Supplied text  
 Miniatures, headpieces, illuminated initials (with folio numbers)  
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 colors used  
 Description of iconographic criteria (e.g. portrait?  seated or standing?  
architectural background?  text illustration, or what story, etc.) 
 
  
 Index of contents with folios numbered,  
 
Equipment:  
 Commentary (whose?)  
 Letter of Eusebius to Carp,  
 Eusebian canon tables  
 Kephalaia  
 Hypotheses (single or double)  
 Inscription (form, if unusual)  
 Subscription  
 Stichoi  
 Verses  
 Tract of Dorotheus on the 70 and 12, etc.  
 Ammonian section numbers in margin  
 Eusebian canon numbers in margin  
 Lectionary Equipment in margin  
 Titloi  
 Quire numbers, location  
 Folio enumeration by previous owners  
 Lectionary tables, synaxarion, menologion (complete?)  
 Apodemia paulou  
 
Note:  
Quire arrangements, textual lacunae, and missing folios  must correspond,  
thus also reconstructing the  original  form of the codex. 
  
 Colophons,  with location  noted (transcribed and translated  if possible), 
date, scribe, ownership, cursing,  prayer, repair, etc.  
 
Textual Importance: 
 Previously collated (when, by whom); what conclusions?  
 Type of text, if known; family, if known; otherwise sample collation, or 
selected critical readings for textual probability  
 
History 
 Provenance (binding, colophon, hand, saints days in the menologion, 
miniatures)  
 Loss of leaves, or covers  
 Repair  
 Owners known (colophons, book plates, catalogues)  
 Dealers handling it (sales catalogues)  
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 Recent direct source, date of acquisition, present location  
 
Bibliography  
 Identified in Catalogue listings (Scrivener, Gregory, Von Dobschutz, etc,)  
 Identified in Library catalogues  
 Identified in Sales Catalogues  
 Critical notices (textual, iconographic, palaeographic)  
 Periodicals  
 Collation published  
 Facsimiles published  
 
 
Sign your description of MS, and record the date of your examination.  
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SUMMARY OF KEY STAGES IN PRODUCING A TRANSCRIPTION 
 
1. Open the appropriate base text from the BASE TEXTS folder.  From the File menu, 
select Save as, save into your personal folder, and name the transcription according to the 
file naming conventions. 
 
2.  Make the transcription, using Section Four, Guidelines For Transcribing Witnesses 
into Collate. 
 
3.  Run a collation of the transcription against a base text.  Check for error messages 
indicating tagging errors, or for other obvious errors.  Correct and re-collate as needed 
until the collation has run without mechanical errors. 
 
4.  Move the transcription to the appropriate level in your computer, following the 
guidelines in Section Two. 
 
5.  Notify the administrator that you have completed the transcription. 
 
6.  Make sure that you update transcriptions on to the Server regularly (at least once a 
week) 
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SUMMARY OF KEY STROKE COMBINATIONS 
 
Folio recto number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/f - number - alt/r - alt/shift/1 ( ⁄Ï 24®⁄ ) 
 
Folio verso number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/f - space - number - alt/v - alt/shift/1 ( ⁄Ï 24√⁄ ) 
 
Column number: alt/shift/1 - alt/shift/c - space - number in lowercase roman - alt/shift/1 
( ⁄Ç ÈÈ⁄ ) 
 
Running titles:  forward slash - alt/r - alt/t - forward slash - running title - forward 
slash - alt/r - alt/t - forward slash  ( ø-rt- kata iwanØ ) 
 
Quire signatures: alt/o – hyphen – alt/q – alt/s - number – alt/shift/o (ø-qs- 24 Ø) 
 
Page numbers:  forward slash - alt/p - alt/shift/n - forward slash - number - forward 
slash - alt/p - alt/shift/n - forward slash ( /pn/ 24 /pn/ ) 
 
Beginning of line marker:  space - alt/shift/1 - shift/l – space - number - alt/shift/1  
( ⁄Ò 22⁄  ).  This should be placed BEFORE the book, chapter, verse commencing on the 
line. 
 
End of line marker where word is broken between lines: = 
 
With superscriptions etc. where the line is written above the usual writing space, indicate 
its number by the letter a (in symbolGreek alt-a).  Thus: ⁄Ï® 123⁄ ⁄Ç È⁄ ⁄Ò å⁄ 
 
Ammonian Section number: alt/9 –alt/a – alt/s – alt/zero  - Greek number – alt/9 – alt/2 
- alt/a– alt/s - alt/zero  ( ªasº g ª`åßº )  
 
Eusebian Canon Table number: alt/9 – alt/ e - alt/c - alt/zero  -Greek number – alt/9 – 
alt/ e - alt/c- alt/zero (ª´çº e ª`´çº) 
 
A lacuna (writing material absent): shift/7 - alt/l - alt/a - alt/c - semi-colon (&¬åç;) 
 
A lacuna (material present but writing illegible, as in a palimpsest): shift/7 - alt/l - alt/a - 
alt/c - alt/u - semi-colon (&¬åç;) 
 
A lacuna replaced with a supplement or the text not supplemented: shift/7 - alt/l - alt/a - 
alt/c - alt/s - semi-colon (&¬åçß;) 
 
Reconstructed text within a lacuna:  alt/o - reconstruction - alt/shift/o ( ª¡ºø-re- kai 
eipen}ª`¡º ) 
 
Superline for nomina sacra (always after the second letter): alt/shift/hyphen ( pn—a ) 
 
Final n (as an overline above the text; recorded in exact transcriptions only): 
 alt/hyphen ( auto– ) 
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A space in the text:  shift/7 - alt/s - alt/p - alt/a - semi-colon ( &ßπå; ) 
 
A hanging line:  shift/7 - alt/h - alt/a - alt/n - alt/g - semi-colon (&˙åˆ©;) 
 
Comments inserted into text:  to begin:  alt/o  to end: alt/shift/o ( {comment} ) 
 
Continuation markers: accessing these requires using the German keyboard layout. 
The first marker can be found in two places: 
 on the British keyboard, at alt/shift/k 
 on the German keyboard, at alt/shift/] 
The second marker can only be found on the German keyboard, at shift/ '  
(To access the different keyboards, open the Apple Menu, Control Panel, Keyboards, tick  
the one you want, untick the one you don't, close the dialogue box.  (Remember to 
reverse the procedure when you have finished!). 
 
Block markers:  
The opening marker ( < )is 
on the British keyboard at shift/comma 
on the German keyboard at shift/ inverted comma 
The closing marker ( Ö ) is only on the German keyboard at shift/; 
 
Gloss marker (not currently used): GBP sign (£) 
 
Punctuation: 
 
High point (Greek semi-colon) is 
on the British keyboard at shift/; 
on the German keyboard at shift/full-stop 
 
Diaeresis/trema is 
on the British keyboard at shift/full-stop 
on the German keyboard at opening square bracket 
 
Point under uncertain letter 
on the British keyboard at alt/full-stop 
on the German keyboard at 
 
Apostrophus 
on both keyboards at j.  Type a space first or it will be a breathing 
 
 
